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ABSTRACT

The new hardware and software technologies, and the need in research reactors for assistance
systems in operation and maintenance, have given an appropriated background to develop a
computer based system named "Reactor Alarm System" (RAS).

RAS is a software package, user oriented, with emphasis on production, experiments and
maintenance goals. It is designed to run on distributed systems conformed with microcomputers
under QNX operating system.

RAS main features are: a) Alarm Panel Display, b) Alarm Page, c) Alarm Masking and
Inhibition, d) Alarms Color and Attributes, e) Condition Classification andf) Arrangement
Presentation.

RAS design allows it to be installed as apart of a computer based Supervision and Control
System in new installations or to retrofit existing reactor instrumentation systems.

The analysis of human factors during development stage and successive user feedback from
different applications, brought out several RAS improvements: a) Multiple-copy alarm
summaries, b) Improved alarm handling, c) Extended dictionary, and d) Enhanced hardware
availability.

It has proved successful in providing new capabilities for operators, and also has shown the
continuous increase of user-demands, reflecting the expectations placed today on computer-
based systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the 80' s new hardware and software technology availability became a way to satisfy the
increasing demand for assistance systems in the nuclear operation and maintenance areas.
INVAP Nuclear Instrumentation and Control carried out the development, design and
implementation of an advanced alarm system applied to research nuclear reactors. This system is
named "Reactor Alarm System", abbreviated RAS.

One of the main goal of RAS is to provide the capability to manage the quantity, prioritization
and presentation of real-time process alarm messages in the main plant locations (main control
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room, secondary control room, maintenance centers, and supervision points). Ergonomic help to
operation and maintenance goals have been emphasized.

RAS basic design principles aim to fulfill with:

• Display alarm information to enable the operator to understand the fault situation,
avoiding information overload.

• Allow the operator to remove irrelevant information and ensure that the important
information is presented in a simple and structured way.

• Enable the operator to distinguish clearly alarms for which corrective actions should be
taken immediately, alarms which permit delay actions, and less important alarms which
require the intervention of maintenance service.

The alarm system has:

• Processing Functions: to give the operator the most representative information of
abnormal condition, and

• Presentation Functions: to permit the operator to identify easily an alarm and its
importance.

The objective was to employ advanced digital technology to solve the problems associated with
construction, operation and maintenance of nuclear reactor alarm systems.

2. DESIGN CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS

The RAS system was developed and its architecture selected according to the following design
criteria:

• SIMPLICITY

Low number of hardware components within the system, with low diversity of types;
simple interconnection structure between system components due to its horizontal logic
structure; low number of software components because of the use of equal platforms on
each processor.

• RELIABILITY

System low error rate due to structured development methodology, intensive verification
and validation testing, highly reliable hardware components, redundant node / network
design.

• MAINTENANCE

Simple maintenance of hardware components, by board replacement; low diversity and
low number of spare components; configuration management support.
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• STANDARDIZATION

Multiple source availability of all hardware components; use of market standard
communication interfaces; use of highly proven and easily available hardware and
software platforms.

• MODULARITY & FLEXIBILITY

Simple implementation of changes to the interfaces of the system; quantitative increase
possibility, e.g. addition of signals, new functional requirements, etc.; simplicity to add
new software modules.

The key requirements for RAS design and development were:

• A fast processing of large number, multiple type of alarms.
• A simple and comprehensive selection of alarm trigger conditions.
• A fitted timing synchronization in presentation functions, immediately after alarm

triggering.
• A monitor and panel based man-machine interface with straightforward graphic and table

presentation.
• Multiple reporting points.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A physically distributed architecture was selected to implement the RAS.

The general architecture of the system has a clearly defined hierarchy of three processing levels:

• Supervision level
• Control process level

• Field level

and two communication levels:

• Supervision communication network level
• Control process communication network level
Each processing level is conformed by a set of units:

1) Supervision Unit (SU): These units, which run the man-machine interface, are used for
reactor alarm presentation and historical data recording.

2) Control Unit (CU): These units are used to collect and centralize plant data from all field
units, to execute all alarm detection algorithms, and to calculate the present plant alarm
status. Control functions can also be implemented at this level.
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3) Field Unit (FU): These units are in the boundary of the system and constitute the link to
sensor devices. Input data from plant sensors is acquired, conditioned and processed
here. The RAS interface with the Reactor Protection System signals is located at this
level.

The two communication network levels are implemented with simple redundancy in order to
increase the availability of the system.

The communication systems are based on communication networks of horizontal behavior,
where all nodes connected to this network are enabled to communicate directly with each other.
The horizontal structure of each communication network assigns the same communication
priority to all nodes connected to them.

The real-time data-base system is functionally distributed among all control units in order to
enable the transient operation of these units independently of the status operation of other units
or the communication network.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture and levels above mentioned of the RAS.
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Figure 1: RAS Architecture

RAS system is able to carry out processing tasks and alarm presentation through the following
devices:

• Video display Units through dedicated pages and mimics
• Printers
• Optical and acoustics annunciation

Historic data base record
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• Keyboards, touchscreens and trackballs input.

A modular design allows it to be installed both as a part of a computer based Supervision and
Control System in new installations or to Retrofit existing Reactor Instrumentation System.

4. HUMAN FACTORS

Human engineering design concepts were taken into account during the development stage. The
alarm consoles layout and equipment selection followed standard recommendations.

The analysis of human factors during RAS development, under successive user feedback, from
different applications, brought out the following RAS improvements:

• Multiple-copy alarm summaries: Complete alarm plant status overview is provided to
operators at more than one screen/console panel.

• Improved alarm handling: When several alarms are detected in a small time frame, the
system provides easy means to cope with all information. It aids the operator to
determine the importance of each alarm, the relation between them, the previous and
subsequent events in time and an appropriate acknowledgment of each one.

• Extended Dictionary: An on-line data dictionary allows getting a detailed description
about signals, alarms, events, equipment, parameters, limits and operational states.

• Enhanced hardware availability: RAS hardware and software component are based on
current industrial standards products to ease maintenance and future upgrades.

5. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

5.1 Alarm Trigger Conditions

Alarms are generated from the following conditions:

1) Analog variables: All analog signal values are checked if they are going above or below
one or more limits.

The system limits defined are:

Absolute Very High
- Absolute High

Absolute Low
- Absolute Very Low
- Rate of change

2) Digital variables: Digital variables are compared with its normal state. If a variable
changes to its abnormal state an alarm is generated.
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3) Inconsistent states: The system checks the inconsistency between signals which indicate
directly or indirectly the same component or process state.

The above conditions are applied to real or virtual variables. Virtual variables are calculated by
specific software modules.

5.2 Alarm Classification

Alarms are arranged in groups according to their relevance as follows:

• Safety alarms
• Safety related alarms
• Non-safety related alarms

This classification is denoted by coding the alarm message leading a character before the tag
description. The convention for this coding is as follows:

"A": Safety alarms
"B": Safety related alarms
"C": Non-safety related alarms

The alarm display system has also the capability to classify and differentiate alarms according to
the system they belong to, they are:

• Plant systems
• Reactor protection system
• Supervision and control system

Each alarm, besides its status identification character, has a system identification tag.

The reactor operator can select those alarm messages belonging to a particular system in order to
obtain group classification.
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Figure 2 shows the RAS Functional Description Block Diagram.
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Figure 2: RAS Functional Description Block Diagram

6. RAS MAIN FEATURES

6.1 Alarm Panel

Alarm Panel graphic picture is conformed by a set of tiles. Each one shows a summary of
current alarm state of a particular plant subsystem. In that way an top-down alarm presentation
approach is used.

Figure 3 shows an example of alarm panel.

6.2 Alarm Page

When a specific tile is selected, the system shows a detailed alarm information about the related
process. Alarm events are presented in chronological order, placing the latest alarm at the top of
the page.

Alarm message description, associated tag, trigger time, normalization time, alarm state
condition, and safety code are displayed for each alarm.

A typical alarm page is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 3: RAS Alarm Panel
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Figure 4: RAS Alarm Page

6.3 Alarm Masking

In order to avoid overcrowded alarm displays, the system enables on-line selection of particular
alarms the operator wants to visualize.

Alarm Masking display process filters the presentation of all unimportant alarm information in
order to reduce the presentation.

This means that the system displays only those alarms that meet the conditions set by the
operator. For example, when an alarm gets activated due to very high level, it makes no sense to
display a high level alarm.

Three ways of reduction are fulfilled using the following alarm masking methods:

• Priority masking (hiding less relevant alarms when safety related alarms are requested),
• Hierarchy masking (hiding "high" level alarms whenever "very high" level alarms are

active), and
• Cause-effect relation masking.
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The operator can select which masking method to apply. Method combination is also permitted.

Masking process just filter the alarm presentation, never suppress an alarm. The masked alarms
could be presented to the operator by demand at any time.

Should masked alarms exist after any masking method is applied, a notification will be generated
in a system status screen.

6.4 Alarm Inhibition

Alarm Inhibition tasks are implemented in order to avoid non-significant alarms messages,
therefore the system inhibits the trigger of some alarms according to process states. For example
a component is not in service all associated alarms are disabled.

In order to reduce the amount of active alarms displayed on screen, the system can perform
conditional alarm suppression of non-relevant alarms.

This means that the system can ignore certain alarm activation under specific conditions. Each
alarm has its own conditioning parameters. When an alarm exceeds its threshold it gets activated
only upon conditioning parameter activation.

As an example, low pump discharge pressure alarm is not activated while the pump is turned off:

Alarm: low pump discharge pressure
Conditioning parameter: pump turned on

It is important to note that the system doesn't stop processing alarm information, it just structures
and prioritizes its presentation so that it makes sense in a specific situation.

An specific RAS task may inhibit, or not, the alarm triggering of all alarm groups according the
state and substates of reactor plant (Operation, Maintenance, Refueling and Testing).

6.5 Alarm Color and Attributes

The use of different color and attributes in display information allows the operator to know the
plant state in clear and simple way.

Each alarm displayed is identified by a code which could be blinking or not depending on the
alarm condition and state of acknowledgment.

All possible codes meaning are:

• T (blinking): Triggered alarm that remains without acknowledgment.
• T' (static): Triggered alarm that has been acknowledged.
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• 'N' (blinking): Normalized alarm that remains without acknowledgment.
• 'U' (blinking): Undefined alarm that remains without acknowledgment.
• 'U' (static): Undefined alarm that has been acknowledged.

The following tables show the alarm condition and their associated color and attribute.

Alarm State
Triggered Alarm
Triggered Warning
Normalized
Undefined

Color
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue

Code (*)
T
T
N
U

Alarm Acknowledgment
Not acknowledged
Acknowledged

| Color
Blinking
Static

Code (*)
*

(*)

6.6 Arrangement Presentation

6.6.1 Presentation Ordering

Alarm ordering criteria for operator display are the following:

• Chronological activation ordering
• Safety level ordering
• Activation/Normalization ordering
• Acknowledged unacknowledged classification
• Relevance classification
• Subsystem classification

6.6.2 Filtering

Different display filtering option are available for VDU's alarm presentation. Users can harness
the filter option in a easy and quickly manner, through special keys or sensitive option selection
touchscreen area.

This options are:

• Filter non acknowledged alarms
• Filter acknowledged alarms
• Filter safety alarms.
• Filter safety related alarms.
• Filter non-safety related alarms.

Filter options are displayed at the upper sector of an alarm page. There are sensitive buttons for
proper selection through touchscreen and trackball pointing devices.
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6.7 Access Control

RAS system has an hierarchical operator access command control.

Through access control the system enables or disables certain options depending on operator
hierarchy level assigned to the system. Control access is implemented by personal passwords.

As an example, main control room operators don't need to introduce a password to acknowledge
an alarm, but a maintenance operator requires to input a password to acknowledge a maintenance
alarm meanwhile is completely forbidden for his hierarchy to recognize any alarm related to
main control room operation.

Any action to change an alarm parameter requires a determined hierarchy level and input a
password.

6.8 Historic Alarm Page

The historic alarm page presents a list of detailed alarm messages that has been generated during
a period of time.

RAS system manages an historic alarms data base which log all alarms events. Alarm pages
retrieve the necessary alarms data produced during a user-defined time frame.

Also this historic reports can be printed in a hard copy.

Figure 5 shows an example of Historic Alarm Page.
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Figure 5: RAS Historic Alarm Page
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Figure 6: RAS Data Dictionary Page

CONCLUSION

In retrospect, different evolutionary version of RAS have been installed in an uranium
enrichment plant, a thermohydraulic test facility and two research reactors. It is also under pre-
shipment qualification test for application in a 22 MW multi-purpose research reactor.

It can be easily verified that implementing a digital alarm system in a research reactors, and
nuclear facilities contributes to increase the operators understanding of abnormal plant state,
while simultaneously creating new duties.

In the past (one decade ago) this represent a "cultural" change to plant operation. Recently this
picture has been changing drastically: Operators expect and cope with enhanced system
functions.

In all applications the alarm system insertion has finally had a great acceptance by operational
and maintenance personnel. Before a short period of use the users demand to incorporate new
functions to the alarm system.
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The final conclusion is that RAS, and probably all advanced alarm system, are successful in
providing new capabilities for operators, and generate a continuous increase of user-demands
which reflects the expectations placed on computer-based system.


